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WHEN IS A DYNAMICAL SYSTEM MEAN SENSITIVE?
FELIPE GARCI´A-RAMOS, JIE LI, AND RUIFENG ZHANG
ABSTRACT. This article is devoted to study which conditions imply that a topo-
logical dynamical system is mean sensitive and which do not. Among other things
we show that every uniquely ergodic, mixing system with positive entropy is mean
sensitive. On the other hand we provide an example of a transitive system which is
cofinitely sensitive or Devaney chaotic with positive entropy but fails to be mean
sensitive.
As applications of our theory and examples, we negatively answer an open
question regarding equicontinuity/sensitivity dichotomies raised by Tu, we intro-
duce and present results of locally mean equicontinuous systems and we show that
mean sensitivity of the induced hyperspace does not imply that of the phase space.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A pair (X ,T ) is called a topological dynamical system (or simply t.d.s.) if X is a
compact metric space with metric d and T : X → X is a continuous map. A Borel
probability measure µ in X is ergodic if it is invariant under T and every invariant
set has measure 0 or 1.
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A question of interest in topological dynamical systems is when orbits from
nearby points deviate. Sensitive dependence on initial conditions (or briefly Sen-
sitivity), appeared as the first explicit mathematical definition to describe this turbu-
lent behavior [31]. According to the work of Auslander and Yorke [3], we say that
a t.d.s. (X ,T) is sensitive if there exists δ > 0 such that for any non-empty open
subsetU ⊂ X , there exist x,y ∈U and n ∈ N such that d(T nx,T ny)> δ . Following
from [2, Theorem 3.4] we have the following proposition.
Proposition 1.1. A t.d.s. (X ,T ) is sensitive if and only if there exists a δ > 0 such
that for any non-empty open subset U ⊂ X one of the following holds:
(1) NT (U,δ ) := {n∈Z+ : diam(T n(U))> δ} is infinite, where diam(·) denotes
the diameter of the set;
(2) limsupn→∞ d(T nx,T ny)> δ for some x,y ∈U;
(3) limsupn→∞ diam(T nU)> δ .
Sensitivity as a form of chaos is very weak. For example the Sturmian subshift,
which is considered as a very rigid system, is sensitive.
Stronger forms of sensitivity have also been studied by adding extra requirements
on the set NT (U,δ ) in (1). This idea was carried out by Moothathu in [28]. In
particular, he introduced the notion of cofinite sensitivity. That is, a t.d.s. (X ,T)
is cofinitely sensitive if there is a δ > 0 such that for any non-empty open subset
U ⊂ X , NT (U,δ ) is cofinite, i.e. diam(T iU)≤ δ for only finitely many times.
Another interesting approach to strengthen sensitivity (due to its connections with
ergodic theory) is to replace the upper limits in (2) and (3) by upper average limits
(Cesaro and Banach averages) [24, 10]. Strictly speaking:
Definition 1.2. A t.d.s. (X ,T ) ismean sensitive (or Banach-mean sensitive) if there
is a δ > 0 such that for any neighbourhoodU of X , there are x,y ∈U such that
limsup
n→∞
1
n
n−1
∑
i=0
d(T ix,T iy)> δ ( or limsup
N−M→∞
1
N−M
N−1
∑
i=M
d(T ix,T iy)> δ ).
A t.d.s. (X ,T) is diam-mean sensitive if there is a δ > 0 such that for every neigh-
bourhoodU of X ,
limsup
n→∞
1
n
n−1
∑
i=0
diam(T iU)> δ .
When considering the opposite side of sensitivity (resp. mean sensitivity, Banach-
mean sensitivity, diam-mean sensitivity), the notions of equicontinuous (resp. mean
equicontinuous, Banach-mean equicontinuity, diam-mean equicontinuous) points
and systems appear correspondingly ( [13, 24, 10] respectively); see Section 2 for
definitions.
Mean sensitivity/equicontinuity has been studied recently because it turned out to
be a useful concept to describe/characterize ergodic theoretic properties like when
a system has discrete spectrum and when its maximal equicontinuous factor is an
isomorphism with topological notions. [10, 7, 24]. The main concern of this paper
is to explore which conditions imply mean sensitivity and which do not.
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The following implications follow from the definitions
mean sensitivity⇒ Banach-mean sensitivity
⇓
cofinite sensitivity⇒ diam-mean sensitivity
From examples in [10, 24] we know each implication is strict. Note that the first
row represents ‘point’ forms of sensitivity where points are used in the definition
and in the second row we write ‘diameter’ forms of sensitivity when the sensitivity
is measured with the diameter of the orbit of open sets. Motivated by this we have
the following question: does cofinite sensitivity (which is the strongest form of
‘diameter’ sensitivity) imply Banach-mean sensitivity (the weakest form of ‘point’
sensitivity)? This question has a negative answer.
Theorem 1.3. There exists a transitive cofinitely sensitive t.d.s. (X ,T) which is
Banach-mean equicontinuous and hence not Banach-mean sensitive.
Other popular forms of chaos are positive entropy, mixing, Li-Yorke chaos and
Devaney chaos. A system isDevaney chaotic if it is transitive and the set of periodic
points is dense. For the definition of Li-Yorke chaos see [6] . Considerable time has
been spent figuring out which conditions of chaos are stronger than others. For
example it is known that positive topological entropy, Devaney chaos and weak
mixing implies Li-Yorke chaos [6, 16, 19].
In this paper we show that:
Theorem 1.4. There exists a Devaney chaotic t.d.s. with positive topological en-
tropy that is almost mean equicontinuous and hence not mean sensitive.
Note that in [24] a transitive non mean sensitive system with positive entropy was
constructed, and also there exist mixing systems that are not mean sensitive.
For clarity, we summarise the conditions that do not imply mean sensitivity:
• Topological mixing [24].
• Minimality plus maximal equicontinuous factor is not 1-1 [7].
• Cofinite sensitivity (Theorem 1.3).
• Devaney chaos plus positive topological entropy (Theorem 1.4).
• Positive entropy plus unique ergodicity (Theorem 5.4).
For the positive side, the only known conditions that are stronger than mean sen-
sitivity are
• minimality plus positive topological entropy [24, 10].
• ergodic measure with full support and not purely discrete spectrum.
We add other properties to the list. The reader is referred to Section 5 for details.
Theorem 1.5. The following conditions imply mean sensitivity:
• Topologically mixing, unique ergodicity and positive topological entropy.
• Minimality and topological weak mixing.
• Transitivity and shadowing property with positive topological entropy.
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There are several applications to the theory and counterexamples we constructed
in the following areas: (1) equicontinuity/sensitivity dichotomies, (2) locally mean
equicontinuous systems and (3) dynamical theory of hyperspaces.
As for dichotomies, it was shown in [3] that a minimal t.d.s. is either equicon-
tinuous or sensitive. This result was generalized by showing that every E-system is
either equicontinuous or sensitive, see [13, Theorem 1.3] or [17, Theorem 4.6]. Re-
call that t.d.s. is an E-system if it is transitive and there exists an invariant measure
with full support.
For mean notions we know that a minimal t.d.s. is either mean equicontinuous or
mean sensitive [24, 10]. In [33, Question 3.7.3] Tu wondered if each E-system is
either mean sensitive or mean equicontinuous. Since every Devaney chaotic t.d.s.
is an E-system and mean equicontinuous systems have zero entropy ([24, 10]) we
obtain for the above question a negative answer as a corollary of Theorem 1.4.
Corollary 1.6. There exist E-systems which are neither mean sensitive nor mean
equicontinuous.
Note that in [10, Theorem 13] it was shown that a strongly transitive system (this
property is stronger than E-system) is either mean sensitive or mean equicontinu-
ous. Here we show that systems which are transitive and have dense minimal points
(so calledM-systems) are either Banach mean equicontinuous or Banach-mean sen-
sitive (Corollary 4.9), and systems which are transitive and have shadowing prop-
erty (stronger than M-systems) are either mean sensitive or mean equicontinuous
(Corollary 5.7).
In [15] Glasner and Weiss introduced the concept of local equicontinuity. A t.d.s.
(X ,T) is locally equicontinuous (LE) if for every x ∈ X we have that orb(x,T ) is
almost equicontinuous. Inspired by this, we say that a t.d.s. (X ,T ) is locally mean
equicontinuous (LME) if for every x ∈ X we have that orb(x,T ) is almost mean
equicontinuous. In Section 6 we prove an application of Theorem 1.4 by showing
the following :
Theorem 1.7. Similarly to LE systems LME systems have zero topological entropy.
Nonetheless, contrary to LE systems, ergodic measures on LME systems may be
supported on non-minimal subsystems.
In ‘point’ forms of sensitivity (like mean sensitivity) we care about the behaviour
of points. In ‘diameter’ forms of sensitivity we pay attention to the behaviour of
sets. There is a general way to study the behaviour of sets: the study on hyper-
spatial dynamical systems. Given a t.d.s. (X ,T), we can naturally induce a t.d.s.
(K(X),TK), where K(X) is the hyperspace consisting of all non-empty closed sub-
sets of X and endowed with the Hausdorff metric (cf. [30]). Bauer and Sigmund in
[5] initiated a systematic study on the connections between dynamics of (X ,T ) and
(K(X),TK). In particular, they proved that (X ,T) is weakly mixing if and only if
K(X) is weakly mixing. Later, Banks [4] showed that on (K(X),TK)weak mixing is
equivalent to transitivity. Very recently, Wu et al. [35] summarized the connections
on F -sensitivity (where F is a Furstenberg family), and particularly they showed
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that F -sensitivity of (K(X),TK) implies that of (X ,T ), and the converse is also true
when additionally F is a filter. We refer the interested reader to [25, 26, 27] for
further connections.
In this paper we will study how mean forms of sensitivity and equicontinuity
behave on hyperspaces. Following definition and a bit of work (similarly as in [35,
Corollary 1]) it is not hard to see that if (K(X),TK) is diam-mean sensitive then so
is (X ,T). Nonetheless, using the example in the proof of Theorem 1.3 we show that
for mean sensitivity this does not happen.
Theorem 1.8. There exists a transitive t.d.s. (X ,T ) with zero topological entropy
that is Banach-mean equicontinuous (thus not mean sensitive) such that (K(X),TK)
is mean sensitive and has positive topological entropy .
Note that in [14] Glasner andWeiss constructed the first example of a t.d.s. (X ,T)
that is minimal and has zero topological entropy but (K(X),TK) has positive topo-
logical entropy. These results indicate that induced dynamics on hyperspaces admit
more complicated behaviours than dynamics on the phase space.
We also show that on the hyperspace mean equicontinuity and diam-mean equicon-
tinuity are equivalent (Corollary 7.6); for mean sensitivity we have the following
result.
Theorem 1.9. Let (X ,T ) be a t.d.s. and (K(X),TK) be its induced hyperspatial
t.d.s. Consider the following statements:
(1) (K(X),TK) is diam-mean sensitive,
(2) (K(K(X)),TK) is diam-mean sensitive,
(3) (K(X),TK) is mean sensitive,
(4) (K(K(X)),TK) is mean sensitive.
Then (1) and (2) are equivalent. If additionally (X ,T) is weakly mixing, (1)–(4)
are all equivalent.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper, we denote by Z+, and N the sets of non-negative integers
and natural numbers respectively.
• Subsets of Z+
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Let F be a subset of Z+. The density and upper Banach density of F are defined
by
D(F) = lim sup
n→∞
#{F ∩ [0,n−1]}
n
and
BD∗(F) = limsup
N−M→∞
#{F ∩ [M,N−1]}
N−M = limsupn→∞
{
sup
N−M=n
#{F ∩ [M,N−1]}
n
}
,
where #{·} denotes the cardinality of the set. It is clear that D(F) ≤ BD∗(F) for
any F ⊂ Z+.
We say that a subset F ⊂Z+ is syndetic if there is an n∈N such that F ∩{m,m+
1, . . . ,m+ n} 6= /0 for any m ∈ Z+; and is thick if there are ni → ∞ such that F ⊃
∪∞i=1{ni,ni+1, . . . ,ni+ i}.
•Topological dynamics
Let (X ,T) be a t.d.s., x ∈ X andU a neighbourhood of x. We denote the orbit of
x by orb(x,T ) = {x,Tx, . . .}, its orbit closure by orb(x,T ), and the return times of x
toU as N(x,U) = {n ∈ Z+ : T nx ∈U}.
We say that a point x is periodic if T nx = x for some n ∈ Z+; is transitive if
orb(x,T ) = X ; is recurrent if N(x,U) is non-empty for any neighbourhood U of x
and is minimal if N(x,U) is syndetic for any neighbourhoodU of x.
A t.d.s. (X ,T ) is a transitive system if for any non-empty open sets U,V ⊂ X
there exists n ∈ N such that T nU ∩V 6= /0; is weakly mixing if the product t.d.s.
X ×X is transitive; and is a minimal system if every point of X is transitive. It is
well known that if x is recurrent then orb(x,T ) is transitive.
Given a t.d.s. (X ,T ), we denote M(X ,T) by the collection of all T -invariant
Borel probability measures on X . It is well known that M(X ,T ) is always non-
empty. Let µ ∈ M(X ,T). We define its support by supp(µ) = {x ∈ X : µ(U) >
0 for any neighbourhoodU of x}.
We say that a t.d.s. (X ,T) is
· Devaney chaotic if it is transitive and the set of periodic points is dense;
· anM-system if it is transitive and the set of minimal points is dense;
· an E-system if it is transitive and there exists an invariant measure with full
support.
Every Devaney chaotic system is an M-system and each M-system is an E-
system.
Let (X ,T) and (Y,S) be two t.d.s. and pi : X → Y a continuous function. We say
that pi is a factor map if pi is surjective and satisfies that pi ◦T = S ◦pi . In this case
we say X as an extension ofY or Y as a factor of X . The factor pi is said to be almost
one to one if there exists a residual subset (i.e. contains a dense Gδ set) G such that
pi−1(pi(x)) = {x} for all x ∈ G.
We refer the reader not familiar with topological entropy to the textbook [34].
• Various forms of equicontinuity and sensitivity
We have defined various forms of sensitivity in Section 1.
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Let (X ,T ) be a t.d.s. and x ∈ X . We say that the point x ∈ X is
· an (ordinary) equicontinuous point if for any ε > 0 there is a δ > 0 such that
for every y ∈ X with d(x,y)< δ , we have d(T nx,T ny)< ε for all n ∈ Z+;
· amean equicontinuous point if for any ε > 0 there is a δ > 0 such that for every
y ∈ X with d(x,y)< δ , limsupn→∞ 1n ∑n−1i=0 d(T ix,T iy)< ε;· a Banach-mean equicontinuous point if for any ε > 0 there is a δ > 0 such that
for every y ∈ X with d(x,y)< δ , limsupN−M→∞ 1N−M ∑N−1i=M d(T ix,T iy)< ε;· a diam-mean equicontinuous point if for any ε > 0 there is a neighbourhoodU
of x such that limsupn→∞
1
n ∑
n−1
i=0 diam(T
iU)< ε .
A t.d.s. (X ,T) is Q-equicontinuous (where Q = ordinary or mean or Banach-
mean or diam-mean) if all points in X are Q-equicontinuous; and is almost Q-
equicontinuous if the set of Q-equicontinuous points is residual.
Remark 2.1. (1) When every point is Q-equicontinuous (where Q = ordinary or
mean or Banach-mean or diam-mean), by compactness it is easy to check that
the δ is independent of the choice of x.
(2) With the usual triangle inequality argument, we can make clear the difference
between mean equicontinuity and diam-mean equicontinuity. I.e.,
· x ∈ X is a mean equicontinuous point if and only if for every ε > 0 there
exists δ > 0 such that supy1,y2∈U limsupn→∞
1
n ∑
n−1
i=0 d(T
iy1,T
iy2) < ε , where
U = {z : d(z,x)< δ};
· x∈X is a diam-mean equicontinuity point if and only if for every ε > 0 there
exists δ > 0 such that limsupn→∞ supy1,y2∈U
1
n ∑
n−1
i=0 d(T
iy1,T
iy2) < ε , where
U = {z : d(z,x)< δ}.
(3) According to Fomin [9], a t.d.s. (X ,T ) is mean-L-stable if for every ε > 0 there
exists δ > 0 such that if d(x,y) < δ then D(
{
i≥ 0 : d(T ix,T iy)≥ ε}) < ε . It
was shown in [24] that a t.d.s. is mean-L-stable if and only if it is mean equicon-
tinuous. Actually the proof of such equivalence comes from a general argument
which can be used to show that every mean condition has an equivalent density
condition. To be precise, one only need to show the following easy observation:
Let M ≥ 0, and {ai} be a sequence of reals with 0≤ ai ≤M. We have that
· If limsupn→∞ 1n
n−1
∑
i=0
ai ≤ δ then D({i : ai ≥
√
δ})≤
√
δ ;
· If D({i≥ 0 : ai ≥ δ})≤ δ then limsupn→∞ 1n
n−1
∑
i=0
ai ≤ (M+1)δ .
(4) There exists almost equicontinuous transitive t.d.s. (X ,T) which are not mean
equicontinuous [24].
(5) Let (X ,T ) an almost equicontinuous t.d.s. which is not mean equicontinuous.
By [13, Theorem 1.3] such system is not an E-system. Thus if A is the clo-
sure of the union of the supports of all invariant measures then A is a proper
closed invariant subset of X . Consider the factor map pi : X →Y that maps A to
a point p. Observe that A contains no transitive points and the restricted map
pi ′ = pi |X\A : X \A→ Y \ {p} is a homeomorphism. This means that pi is an
almost one-to-one map. Besides, it is easy to see that Y ×Y is uniquely er-
godic (i.e., it has only one invariant measure) with the only invariant measure
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concentrated at the point (p, p). By [24, Corollary 3.7] the t.d.s. on Y is mean
equicontinuous. This shows that every almost equicontinuous transitive t.d.s. is
an almost one-to-one extension of a mean equicontinuous one. For a compari-
son note that factors of almost equicontinuous systems may not even be almost
mean equicontinuous (see, e.g., [24, Remark 4.4]).
For transitive and minimal systems we can state dichotomies between an equicon-
tinuous side and a sensitive side. It is known that each transitive t.d.s. is either Q-
sensitive (whereQ= ordinary or mean or Banach-mean or diam-mean) or almostQ-
equicontinuous, and that a minimal t.d.s. is either Q-sensitive or Q-equicontinuous,
see [1, 24, 10] respectively. In this paper we will present more characterizations
on dichotomy. To make it easier to readers, we briefly sketch the proof of the di-
chotomy theorem: If (X ,T ) is transitive and U ⊂ X is a nonempty open set, then
either
(i) U contains a Q-equicontinuous point or
(ii) there are no Q-equicontinuous points inU .
If (ii) holds, then there exists a transitive point x∈U which is not aQ-equicontinuous
point. It is easy to see that Tx is not a Q-equicontinuous point. Using a triangle in-
equality argument (e.g. see Proposition 5.3 in [24]), one can show that (X ,T) is
Q-sensitive. If (i) holds, then all transitive points in U are Q-equicontiuous points,
and so are all the transitive points in T−iU , i= 1,2,3, . . . . Since
⋃∞
i=1T
−iU contains
all the transitive points, it means that every transitive point is a Q-equicontinuous
point and then (X ,T) is almost Q-equicontinuous.
Remark 2.2. (1) The set of transitive points is equal to the set of equicontinuous
points of a transitive almost equicontinuous t.d.s. (see, e.g., [1]). This implies
that a transitive equicontinuous t.d.s. must be minimal. On the other hand there
are transitive non-minimal mean equicontinuous t.d.s. [24]. In the constructed
example the set of its non-transitive mean equicontinous points forms a dense
subset. The Remark 2.1(4) above provides another example where some, but not
all, of the non-transitive points are mean equicontinuous points (just note that Y
is mean equicontinuous and the restricted factor map pi |X\pi−1(U) : X \pi−1(U)→
Y \U is a uniform isomorphism for any open setU which contains p).
(2) There are some easy conditions that imply a t.d.s. is not mean equicontinuous.
Since every transitive mean equicontinuous t.d.s. is uniquely ergodic (see, e.g.,
[24]) we obtain that the following families are not mean equicontinuous:
· transitive systems with more than one minimal subsystem, e.g., non-minimal
M-system;
· non-minimal E-systems (since it has at least two invariant measure: the one
with full support and the one concentrated on a minimal proper subset).
• Symbolic dynamics
Let Σ+2 = {0,1}N endowed with the Cantor product topology (given by the dis-
crete topology on {0,1}). A compatible metric on Σ+2 is defined by d(x,y) = 0 if
x = y otherwise d(x,y) = 1/i with i = min{ j ∈ N : x j 6= y j}. We have that Σ+2 is
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compact, and the shift map σ : Σ+2 → Σ+2 , defined by σ(x)n = xn+1 for n ∈ N, is
continuous. We often refer (Σ+2 ,σ) as the full shift, and any compact σ -invariant
subsystem X ⊂ Σ+2 , as a subshift.
Fix n ∈ N, we call w ∈ {0,1}n a word of length n and write |w| = n. Let o(w) =
#{i ∈ N : wi = 1} be the number of occurrences of symbol 1 in w. For any two
words u= u1u2 . . .un and v= v1v2 . . .vm, we define the concatenation of u,v by uv=
u1u2 . . .unv1v2 . . .vm or equivalently by u⊔ v. By the same manner we define by um
the concatenation ofm copies of u for somem∈N, and u∞ the infinite concatenation
of u. Let X be a subshift of Σ+2 and x = x1x2 · · · ∈ X , for any t, j ∈ Z+, we denote
x[t,t+ j]= xtxt+1 . . .xt+ j. We say that a wordw=w1w2 . . .wn appears in x at position t
if xt+ j−1 =w j for j= 1,2, . . . ,n i.e. x[t,t+n−1] =w. By L (X)wemean the language
of subshift X , which is the set consisting of all words that can appear in some x∈ X ,
and by Ln(X) the set of all words of length n in L (X). For any word u ∈ Ln(X)
its cylinder set is defined by [u] = {x ∈ X : x1x2 . . .xn = u}. Note that the cylinder
sets {[u] : u ∈L (X)} form a basis of the topology of X . A subshift is transitive if
and only if it contains a transitive point.
Part 1. Main results
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3
In this section we will prove Theorem 1.3, i.e., we construct a subshift which
is cofinitely sensitive but not Banach mean sensitive. The needed notations was
summarized in Section 2.
We are working with the non-common notation of using A⊔B = AB to denote
the concatenation of two words and ⊔bi=aAi the concatenation of the words
{
Ai
}b
i=a
. By convention, if a> b we assume ⊔bi=aAi is an empty word.
To begin with, let A1 = 111 and B1 = 000. For n≥ 2 we recursively write
An = An−10kn−1Bn−10kn−1An−1
and
Bn = ⊔|An|i=1An−10i−110|An|−i⊔An−10|An|
= An−110|An|−1 . . .An−10i−110|An|−i . . .An−10|An|−11An−10|An|
where the sequence {kn} is required to satisfy that kn ≥ n(2|An|+ |Bn|).
Let x = limn→∞An0∞ and X = orb(x,σ). By construction x is clearly a recur-
rent point and consequently X is a transitive t.d.s. Before proceeding, we describe
several properties of X with the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. For any m> n and ω ∈Lt(Am)∪Lt(Bm) with t(= tn) = |An|+2kn+
|Bn|, we have that
o(ω) = #{i ∈ N : ωi = 1} ≤ |An|+ |Bn|.
Proof. We will prove this using induction on m.
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Assume that m = n+ 1. If ω ∈ Lt(An+1), we clearly have o(ω) < |An|+ |Bn|.
That is because ω can only be one of the following forms:
An0
knBn0
kn , 0knBn0
knAn
and
(An)[|An|−l,|An|]0
knBn0
kn(An)[1,|An|−l−1],0≤ l < |An|−1.
If ω ∈Lt(Bn+1), then
Bn+1 = ⊔|An+1|i=1 An0i−110|An+1|−i⊔An0|An+1|
= An10
|An+1|−1 . . .An0i−110|An+1|−i . . .An0|An+1|−11An0|An+1|.
With this we obtain that o(ω)≤ |An|+1< |An|+ |Bn|.
Assume that for any n< l ≤ m−1 and ω ∈Lt(Al)∪Lt(Bl). We conclude that
o(ω)≤ |An|+ |Bn|.
If ω ∈Lt(Am), we have that
ω ∈Lt(Am−1)∪Lt(Am−10km−1)∪Lt(0km−1Am−1)
∪Lt(Bm−1)∪Lt(Bm−10km−1)∪Lt(0km−1Bm−1).
Thus we also conclude o(ω)≤ |An|+ |Bn|.
Finally, assume ω ∈Lt(Bm).We express
Bm = ⊔|Am|i=1 Am−10i−110|Am|−i⊔Am−10|Am|.
Since each Al (l > n) starts and ends with An we have that
ω ∈Lt(Am−1)∪
|Am|⋃
i=1
Lt(0
i−110|Am|−i)∪Lt(0|Am|)
∪
|Am|⋃
i=1
t−1⋃
p=1
Lt(0
i−110|Am|−i(An+1)[1,p])
∪
|Am|⋃
i=1
t−2⋃
q=0
Lt((An+1)[|An+1|−q,|An+1|]0
i−110|Am|−i)
∪
t−2⋃
q=0
Lt((An+1)[|An+1|−q,|An+1|]0
|Am|).
Once again we conclude o(ω)≤ |An|+ |Bn|. 
Let y ∈ X . We define Ey := {i ∈ Z+ : yi+1 = 1}.
Lemma 3.2. For any y ∈ X we have that BD∗(Ey) = 0.
Proof. We will prove this result in two cases.
Assume y ∈ orb(x,σ). Then y= σax is a transitive point for some a ∈ Z+. Note
that for each n> t1 = |A1|+2k1+ |B1| there is a unique m(= m(n)) ∈ N such that
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tm≤ n= rmtm+sm < tm+1 with tm = |Am|+2km+ |Bm|, rm ∈N and 0≤ sm≤ tm−1.
Thus by Lemma 3.1 we have that for any interval [M,N−1] with length n
#{Ey∩ [M,N−1]}
n
=
o(y[M+1,M+n])
n
≤ o(y[M+1,M+(rm+1)tm])
rmtm
≤ (rm+1)(|Am|+ |Bm|)
rm(|Am|+2km+ |Bm|)
≤ (rm+1)(|Am|+ |Bm|)
rm[|Am|+2m(2|Am|+ |Bm|)+ |Bm|] .
Considering this and the fact that m→ ∞ when n→ ∞, we conclude
BD∗(Ey) = limsup
n→∞
{
sup
N−M=n
#{Ey∩ [M,N−1]}
n
}
≤ limsup
m→∞
(rm+1)(|Am|+ |Bm|)
rm[|Am|+2m(2|Am|+ |Bm|)+ |Bm|] = 0.
Now assume y ∈ X \ orb(x,σ). There exists a sequence {ai}∞i=1 ⊂ Z+ such that
σaix→ y. Hence for each word y[M+1,M+n] withM ∈ Z+,n ∈N, there is an abn ∈ N
such that
y[1,M+n] = σ
abnx[1,M+n] = x[abn+1,abn+M+n].
Using Lemma 3.1 (and a similar argument as before) we conlude
BD∗(Ey) = limsup
n→∞
{
sup
N−M=n
o(x[abn+M+1,abn+M+n])
n
}
≤ limsup
m→∞
(rm+1)(|Am|+ |Bm|)
rm[|Am|+2m(2|Am|+ |Bm|)+ |Bm|] = 0.

Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.3.
proof of Theorem 1.3. Let X be the subshift defined above. First we will prove X is
cofinitely sensitive. LetU ⊂ X be a non-empty open set. Since x ∈ X is a transitive
point, there exists m ∈ N such that σmx ∈U . Furthermore there exists s ∈ N such
that the cylinder [x[m+1,m+s]] ⊂U . By the construction we can pick an i ∈ N such
that x[m+1,m+s] is a subword of Ai. Without loss of generality, we can further as-
sume the word Ai ends with x[m+1,m+s] (choose large enough s if necessary). Also,
observe that each word Ai1 ends with Ai2 and appears in Bi3 for any i2 < i1 < i3 ∈N.
Thus it is not hard to see that the sequences z j = x[m+1,m+s]0
j10∞ ( j = 0,1,2, . . .)
are eventually the points of X , and furthermore {z j : j ∈ Z+} ⊂ [x[m+1,m+s]] ⊂U .
Consequently we have
NT (U,1/2) = {n ∈ Z+ : diam(σnU)> 1/2} ⊃ Z+ \ [0,m+ s],
and the cofinite sensitivity follows.
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Let ε > 0 and η ∈ (0,ε). For η there is a K ∈N such that 1/(K+1)≤ η < 1/K.
For any pair (y1,y2) ∈ X×X we can use Lemma 3.2 to obtain BD∗(Ey1 ∪Ey2) = 0.
This implies that if F = {i ∈ Z+ : d(σ iy1,σ iy2)≥ η} then
BD∗(F)≤ limsup
N−M→∞
2K#{(Ey1 ∪Ey2)∩ [M,N−1]}
N−M = 0.
Hence similarly to Remark 2.1(3),
limsup
N−M→∞
1
N−M
N−1
∑
i=M
d(σ iy1,σ
iy2)
≤ limsup
N−M→∞
1
N−M (#{F ∩ [M,N−1]} ·diam(X)+η · (N−M))
≤ BD∗(F) ·diam(X)+η < ε.
Since the choice of pair (y1,y2) is arbitrary, we have that X is Banach-mean equicon-
tinuous, thus not Banach-mean sensitive. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4
In this section we show that positive topological entropy and Devaney chaos does
not imply mean sensitivity. As a corollary we show that mean sensitivity and mean
equicontinuity have no dichotomy for E-systems. It is fair to mention that the fol-
lowing construction is inspired by the techniques in [24] and [26], nonetheless, the
proof for this result has several extra technical issues.
We start with an arbitrarily binary minimal subshift (Y,σ). Pick a point y =
y1y2 . . . ∈ Y and denote the word Cn = y1 . . .yn for each n ∈ N. Set A1 = 101, B1 =
C1. Now we recursively define
An+1 = An0
knBn0
knAn
and
Bn+1 =Cn+1⊔ni=1 (Ai0|Ai+1|)n+1−i
=Cn+1(A10
|A2|)n(A20|A3|)n−1 . . .(An0|An+1|)1,
where the sequence {kn} satisfies the following properties:
(1) km|An|+2kn+|Bn| >
|Bm|
|Bn| for all 1≤ n< m and
(2) kn ≥ n(2|An|+ |Bn|).
Let x = limn→∞An0∞ and X = orb(x,σ). From the construction it is clear that
(Y,σ) is a minimal subshift of (X ,σ), and the system (X ,σ) is transitive and has
dense periodic points (of the form σ t(An0
|An+1|)∞). From this we obtain the follow-
ing result.
Proposition 4.1. (X ,σ) is a Devaney chaotic t.d.s.
We will later prove that the subshift (X ,σ) satisfies the following property:
Proposition 4.2. (X ,σ) is almost mean equicontinuous.
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From the construction and Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, we have that:
Proposition 4.3. In the full shift (Σ+2 ,σ), every minimal subshift (Y,σ) is contained
in a Devaney chaotic subshift (X ,σ) which is almost mean equicontinuous.
Note that since the system in Proposition 4.3 is transitive but not uniquely er-
godic, by Remark 2.2(2) it can not be mean equicontinuous.
Now we can prove Theorem 1.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let (Y,σ) be a minimal subshift with positive topological
entropy. Using the fixedY we construct a subshift (X ,σ) as in Proposition 4.3. Then
(X ,σ) is Devaney chaotic and almost mean equicontinuous, and so it is not mean
sensitive [24, 10]. Besides, (X ,σ) also has positive topological entropy because it
contains (Y,σ) as a subsystem. This implies that Theorem 1.4 holds, completing
the proof. 
Consequently we have the proof of Corollary 1.6.
Proof of Corollary 1.6. Note that every Devaney chaotic t.d.s. is an E-system and
mean equicontinuous systems have zero entropy ([24, 10]). Then combining with
Theorem 1.4 the corollary follows. One can also yield the corollary from Proposi-
tion 4.3. 
So it remains to prove Proposition 4.2. For this we need more information about
the structure of (X ,σ), which will be obtained in the following series of lemmas.
To help the readers to get a good understanding of these lemmas we will describe
the relations between them: Lemma 4.7 is exactly what we need in the proof of
Proposition 4.2; Lemma 4.4, Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 4.6 are served for proving
Lemma 4.7.
Observe that each A j starts and ends with Ai for all 1≤ i< j ∈N. Let m≥ n+1.
Using that An+1 = An0
knBn0
knAn one can check that there exists an M ∈ N and a
sequence {mi}Mi=1 with n≤ mi ≤ m−1 such that
Am = ⊔Mi=1An0kmiBmi0kmi ⊔An(4.1)
= An0
knBn0
kn An0
kn+1Bn+10
kn+1 . . .An0
knBn0
knAn.
Lemma 4.4. For each m≥ n and 1≤ s≤ |An|+2km+ |Bm|, we have that
o((An0
kmBm0
km)[1,s])≤max
{
1,
s
|An|+2kn+ |Bn|
}
· (|An|+ |Bn|).
Proof. It is clearly true for m = n. Assume m > n. The result is easy to check for
s ∈ [1, |An|+ km]. Now, since the sequence {kn} satisfies condition (1) we have that
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km > 2kn and |Bm|< |Bn|·km|An|+2kn+|Bn| . This leads to
o(An0
kmBm0
km
[1,s])≤ |An|+ |Bm| ≤ |An|+
|Bn| · km
|An|+2kn+ |Bn|
≤ (|An|+ km)(|An|+ |Bn|)|An|+2kn+ |Bn|
≤ s|An|+2kn+ |Bn|(|An|+ |Bn|)
for all s> |An|+ km, completing the proof. 
Lemma 4.5. For each m≥ n+1, we have
(1) o(Am)≤ ( |Am||An|+2kn+|Bn| +1) · (|An|+ |Bn|);
(2) o(Am0
|Am+m′ |) = o(Am)≤ ( |Am|+|Am+m′ ||An|+2kn+|Bn|) · (|An|+ |Bn|) for any m′ ≥ 1;
(3) o(An0
|Am|
[1,s])≤ |An|+ |Bn| for any 1≤ s≤ |An|+ |Am|.
Proof. (3) is trivial and obviously (1)=⇒ (2). So we only need to show (1).
Let M ∈ N and {mi}Mi=1 be such that n≤ mi ≤ m−1 and
Am = ⊔Mi=1An0kmiBmi0kmi ⊔An.
Observe that for each r ≥ n,
|An0krBr0kr |= |An|+2kr+ |Br| ≥ |An|+2kn+ |Bn|,
By Lemma 4.4,
o(An0
krBr0
kr)≤ |An0
krBr0
kr |
|An|+2kn+ |Bn| · (|An|+ |Bn|),
so
o(Am) =
M
∑
i=1
o(An0
kmiBmi0
kmi )+o(An)
≤
M
∑
i=1
|An0kmiBmi0kmi |
|An|+2kn+ |Bn| · (|An|+ |Bn|)+(|An|+ |Bn|)
≤ ( |Am||An|+2kn+ |Bn| +1) · (|An|+ |Bn|),
completing the proof. 
Since y is a minimal point, the word 0 or 1 appears in y syndetically. This implies
that there exists N ∈ N such that AN does not appear in y. We will use this N in the
following lemma.
Lemma 4.6. Let n≥ N, m≥ n+1 and 1≤ t ≤ |Bm| such that (Bm)[t,t+|An|−1] = An.
Then for each 0≤ s≤ |Bm|+ km− t we have
o((Bm0
km)[t,t+s])≤
( s+1
|An|+2kn+ |Bn| +1
)
· (|An|+ |Bn|).
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Proof. By definition we have that
Bm =Cm⊔m−1i=1 (Ai0|Ai+1|)m−i .
Considering the choice ofN, An does not appear as a subword ofCm⊔n−1i=1 (Ai0|Ai+1|)m−i,
nonetheless for each n≤ i≤ m−1, An is contained in Ai0|Ai+1|.
By hypothesis we have that (Bm)[t,t+|An|−1] = An. There exist n≤ r ≤ m−1 and
0≤ l < m− r such that t locates in some Ar of Bm, i.e.,∣∣∣Cm⊔r−1i=1 (Ai0|Ai+1|)m−i⊔ (Ar0|Ar+1|)l∣∣∣< t ≤ ∣∣∣Cm⊔r−1i=1 (Ai0|Ai+1|)m−i⊔ (Ar0|Ar+1|)l+1∣∣∣ .
While there existsM ∈ N and a sequence {mi}Mi=1 with n≤ mi ≤ r−1 such that
Ar = ⊔Mi=1An0kmiBmi0kmi ⊔An.
We assume there exists 0≤ a≤M such that
t =
∣∣∣Cm⊔r−1i=1 (Ai0|Ai+1|)m−i⊔ (Ar0|Ar+1|)l∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣⊔ai=1An0kmiBmi0kmi ∣∣∣+1.
This may not be the case, as An appears also as subwords of some Bmi. We will
explain later what to do if this is not the case.
This implies that
(Bm0
km)[t,t+s] =(⊔Mi=a+1An0kmiBmi0kmi ⊔An0|Ar+1|(4.2)
⊔ (Ar0|Ar+1|)m−r−l−1⊔m−1i=r+1 (Ai0|Ai+1|)m−i⊔0km)[0,s].
Depending on the location of t+ s, (Bm0
km)[t,t+s] can be rewritten as the following
concatenations:
(Bm0
km)[t,t+s] = ⊔9j=1E j,
where for each ℓ= 1, . . . ,9, Eℓ is either empty, or satisfies the following:
(1) E1 = ⊔Mi=a+1An0kmiBmi0kmi ;
(2) E2 = An0
|Ar+1|;
(3) E3 = (Ar0
|Ar+1|)u for some 0≤ u≤ m− r− l−1;
(4) E4 = ⊔v−1i=r+1(Ai0|Ai+1|)m−i for some r+2≤ v≤ m−1;
(5) E5 = (Av0
|Av+1|)w for some 0≤ w≤ m− v;
(6) E6 = ⊔pi=1An0kbiBbi0kbi for some p ∈ N and {bi}pi=1 with n≤ bi ≤ m−2;
(7) E7 = An0
kcBkc0
kc
[1,e1] for some c≥ n and 1≤ e1 ≤ |An|+ |Bkc|+2kc;
(8) E8 = An0
|Ad |
[1,e2] for some d ≥ n and 1≤ e2 ≤ |An|+ |Ad|;
(9) E9 = An0
|Am|0km [1,e3] for some 1≤ e3 ≤ |Am|+ |An|+ km.
Now we make some comments about the decomposition for better understand-
ing. Observing the expression of (4.2), if t + s locates in some At0
|At+1| (n ≤
t ≤ m− 1) then ⊔5i=1Ei is the left part determined by the chosen At0|At+1|. Since
At0
|At+1| = ⊔qi=1An0kmiBmi0kmi ⊔An0|At+1| for some q ∈ Z+ and a sequence {mi}qi=1
with n ≤ mi ≤ t− 1, ⊔9i=6Ei is the part from the beginning of the chosen At0|At+1|
to the location of t+ s. E7,E8,E9 are the possible cases that are left over from the
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division and we have that one and only one of them is non-empty. The idea of the de-
composition is to expand Bm0
km into the concatenations of the forms An0
kmiBmi0
kmi
and An0
|A j|.
Once Bm0
km is broken as the union of Ei as above we can make use of Lemmas
4.4 and 4.5 to show the following.
(1) o(E1) = ∑o(An0
kmiBmi0
kmi )≤ |E1||An|+2kn+|Bn| · (|An|+ |Bn|);
(2) By Lemma 4.5(1), o(E2) = o(An)≤ |E2||An|+2kn+|Bn| · (|An|+ |Bn|);
(3) By Lemma 4.5(2), o(E3)≤ |E3||An|+2kn+|Bn| · (|An|+ |Bn|);
(4) By Lemma 4.5(2), o(E4)≤ |E4||An|+2kn+|Bn| · (|An|+ |Bn|);
(5) By Lemma 4.5(2), o(E5)≤ |E5||An|+2kn+|Bn| · (|An|+ |Bn|);
(6) o(E6) = ∑o(An0
kbiBbi0
kbi )≤ |E6||An|+2kn+|Bn| · (|An|+ |Bn|);
(7) By Lemma 4.4, o(E7)≤max
{
1, |E7||An|+2kn+|Bn|
}
· (|An|+ |Bn|);
(8) o(E8)≤ o(An)≤ |An|+ |Bn|;
(9) o(E9)≤ o(An)≤ |An|+ |Bn|.
Hence (if Ei = /0 then o(Ei) = 0 otherwise using the above inequalities)
o((Bm0
km)[t,t+s]) =
6
∑
i=1
o(Ei)+max{o(E7),o(E8),o(E9)}
≤
(
s+1
|An|+2kn+ |Bn| +1
)
· (|An|+ |Bn|).
If the extra assumption of t does not hold we can continue the (eventually finite)
process of expanding Bmi ; this process will only provide words of the same type as
considered before.
This finishes the proof. 
Lemma 4.7. If j− i> |An|, n≥ N and x[i,i+|An|−1] = An, then
o(x[i, j−1])≤
(
j− i
|An|+2kn+ |Bn| +2
)
(|An|+ |Bn|).
Proof. Observe that An (n≥ N) does not appear in y and x[i,i+|An|−1] is equal to An.
We have to consider different cases depending of the locations of i and j:
(1) If there exists p ∈ N and a sequence {mi}pi=1 with mi ≥ n such that
x[i, j−1] = ⊔p−1i=1 An0kmiBmi0kmi ⊔ (An0kmpBmp0kmp )[1,s1]
for some 1 ≤ s1 < |An|+2kmp + |Bmp|. By Lemma 4.4 it is not hard to see
that
o(x[i, j−1])≤
(
j− i
|An|+2kn+ |Bn| +1
)
(|An|+ |Bn|).
Hence the inequality follows.
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(2) If there exist m ≥ n+ 1 and 1 ≤ t ≤ |Bm| such that the initial position of
x[i, j−1] is exactly the t-th position of Bm and (Bm)[t,t+|An|−1] = An. Then two
cases are involved:
(a) if |An|< j− i≤ |Bm|+ km− t+1 then x[i, j−1] can be expressed as
x[i, j−1] = (Bm0km)[t,t+s2]
for some 0≤ s2 ≤ |Bm|+km− t. By Lemma 4.6 we conclude this case.
(b) if j− i> |Bm|+ km− t+1 then we can write x[i, j−1] as
x[i, j−1] = (Bm0km)[t,|Bm|+km]⊔q−1i=1 An0kmiBmi0kmi ⊔ (An0kmqBmq0kmq )[1,s3]
where q ∈ N, {mi}qi=1 is a sequence with mi ≥ n, and 1 ≤ s3 < |An|+
2kmq + |Bmq |. Applying Lemmas 4.4 , 4.6 we finish this case and so the
whole proof is completed.

Now we are going to prove Proposition 4.2.
Proof of Proposition 4.2. To show X is almost mean equicontinuous we will show
that the transitive point x is mean equicontinuous.
Let ε > 0. There exists K ∈ N such that for any a,b ∈ X we have that if a[1,K] =
b[1,K] then d(a,b) < ε/5. Since kn satisfies (2), i.e. kn ≥ n(2|An|+ |Bn|), we con-
clude
lim
n→∞
|An|+ |Bn|
|An|+ |Bn|+2kn = 0.
Considering this there exists m ∈ N large enough such that
2K(|Am|+ |Bm|)
|Am|+ |Bm|+2km <
ε
4
.
Let z ∈ [Am]. If there exists a k ∈ Z+ such that σ kz= 0∞then
limsup
n→∞
1
n
n−1
∑
i=0
d(σ iz,0∞) = 0.
Otherwise σ kz 6= 0∞ for all k ∈ Z+. For any i ∈ N, there is an li ∈ N such that
z[1,1+i] = x[li,li+i]. Since z starts with Am, then by Lemma 4.7 and the choice of K,
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we have that
limsup
n→∞
1
n
n−1
∑
i=0
d(σ iz,0∞)≤ε
5
limsup
n→∞
1
n
#{0≤ i≤ n−1: (σ iz)[1,K] = 0K}
+ limsup
n→∞
1
n
#{0≤ i≤ n−1: (σ iz)[1,K] 6= 0K}
<
ε
4
+ limsup
n→∞
1
n
·2K ·o(z[1,n])
<
ε
4
+ limsup
n→∞
1
n
·2K · [ n|Am|+2km+ |Bm|(|Am|+ |Bm|)]
+ limsup
n→∞
1
n
·4K · (|Am|+ |Bm|)
<
ε
4
+
ε
4
=
ε
2
.
This implies that
limsup
n→∞
1
n
n−1
∑
i=0
d(σ ix,σ iz)< ε,
for any z ∈ [Am] and hence x is a mean equicontinuous point, completing the whole
proof. 
Inspired by Corollary 1.6, the next we naturally ask if every E (or M, P)-system
is either Banach-mean/diam-mean sensitive or Banach-mean/diam-mean equicon-
tinuous. We conjecture that this question is still not true for E-system in general,
and we leave it open here. In the following we will show that for M-systems the
dichotomy theorem is always true for Banach-mean notions.
Theorem 4.8. Each Banach-mean equicontinuous M-system (X ,T ) is minimal.
Proof. If X is a non-minimal M-system, by [32, Theorem 4] there exists a δ >
0, such that for any non-empty open subset U ⊂ X there is a pair (x,y) ∈ U ×U
satisfying the set F = {n∈Z+ : d(T nx,T ny)> δ} is a thick set. Note that the upper
Banach density of each thick set is exactly one, then similarly to Remark 2.1(3) we
have
limsup
N−M→∞
1
N−M
N−1
∑
i=M
d(T nx,T ny)> limsup
N−M→∞
1
N−M
N−1
∑
i=M
(δ#{F ∩ [M,N−1]})
= δ ·BD∗(F) = δ .
That is (X ,T) is Banach-mean sensitive, a contradiction. 
Combining [24, Propsition 6.1(5)] and Theorem 4.8 we immediately have
Corollary 4.9. Let (X ,T) be an M-system. Then it is either Banach-mean sensitive
or Banach-mean equicontinuous.
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5. CONDITIONS THAT IMPLY MEAN SENSITIVITY
In this section we are looking for sufficient conditions under which a t.d.s. is
mean sensitive. First, we focus on a special class of transitive and ergodic systems.
To begin with, we need some results and definitions introduced in [11].
Let (X ,T ) be a t.d.s., µ be an ergodic measure on X and f ∈ L2(µ). We say that f
is an almost periodic function if {U jT f : j ∈ Z+} is a compact subset of L2(µ). We
have that an ergodic system (X ,µ,T ) is weakly mixing if and only if every almost
perioc function is constant. On the other hand (X ,µ,T ) has discrete spectrum if and
only if every f ∈ L2(µ) is almost periodic (these two results are due to Halmos and
Von-Neumann; for detailed proofs see [34]).
Now assume f is a continuous function on X . We say (X ,T) is f -mean sensitive
if there exists ε > 0 such that for any non-empty open subset U ⊂ X we can find
x,y ∈U satisfying
d f (x,y) := lim
n→∞
1
n
n−1
∑
j=0
∣∣ f (T jx)− f (T jy)∣∣2 dµ > ε.
When considering the opposite side, we say that x∈ X is an f -mean equicontinuous
point if for any ε > 0 there is δ > 0 such that if d(x,y)< δ then d f (x,y)< ε . (X ,T)
is said to be an almost f -mean equicontinuous system if there is a point which is
both transitive and f -mean equicontinuous. Similarly to the proof of [11, Theorem
2.14] we have:
Lemma 5.1. Let (X ,T ) be a t.d.s. Then (X ,T) is almost mean equicontinuous if
and only if it is almost f -mean equicontinous for every continuous function f .
Lemma 5.2. Let (X ,T) be a transitive t.d.s., µ an ergodic measure on X and f ∈
L2(µ) a non-almost periodic function. If for any non-empty open subset A⊂ X and
any infinite subset S⊂ Z+, there are s 6= t ∈ S and a generic point z ∈ X for µ (with
respect to continuous functions) such that z ∈ T−sA∩ T−tA, then (X ,T) is mean
sensitive.
Proof. Continuous functions are dense in L2(X ,µ) and the set of non-almost peri-
odic functions is open ([11, Theorem 1.13]), so there exists a continuous function
f ∈ L2(X ,µ) that is not almost periodic. This implies it is not totally bounded,
hence there exists ε > 0 and an infinite subset S⊂ Z+ such that∫ ∣∣U i f −U j f ∣∣2dµ ≥ ε for every i 6= j ∈ S.
For any non-empty open subset A ⊂ X there exists s 6= t ∈ S and a generic point
z ∈ X for µ such that z ∈ T−sA∩T−tA. Define g(x) := |U sT f (x)−U tT f (x)|2. Since
f is continuous, so is g. As z is a generic point for µ , then for the continuous
function g we have
lim
n→∞
1
n
n−1
∑
j=0
g(T jz) =
∫
g dµ ≥ ε.
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Let p := T sz ∈ A and q := T tz ∈ A. Then
lim
n→∞
1
n
n−1
∑
j=0
∣∣ f (T jp)− f (T jq)∣∣2 = lim
n→∞
1
n
n−1
∑
j=0
∣∣ f (T j+sz)− f (T j+tz)∣∣2
= lim
n→∞
1
n
n−1
∑
j=0
g(T jz)> ε.
That is, for any non-empty open subset A⊂ X , there are p,q ∈ A such that
lim
n→∞
1
n
n−1
∑
j=0
∣∣ f (T jp)− f (T jq)∣∣2 > ε.
Following the definition we know that (X ,T ) is f -mean sensitive. By [11, Theorem
2.13] (X ,T ) is not almost f -mean equicontinous. And by Lemma 5.1 (X ,T ) is also
not almost mean equicontinuous. Now using dichotomy theorem in [24, 10] we
have that (X ,T) is mean sensitive. 
In the following theorem, (2) and (3) are corollaries from previously known re-
sults. We write them together for comparison.
Theorem 5.3. Let (X ,T ) be a transitive t.d.s. and µ be an ergodic measure on X.
If one of the followings hold:
(1) (X ,T) is uniquely ergodic, topologically mixing and has positive topologi-
cal entropy,
(2) µ has full support and (X ,µ,T ) does not have discrete spectrum (in particu-
lar if it is non-trivial and measurably weakly mixing or has positive entropy
with respect to µ),
(3) (X ,T) is minimal and has positive topological entropy,
then (X ,T) is mean sensitive.
Proof. (1) Since (X ,T ) is uniquely ergodic (with the unique ergodic measure µ)
and has positive topological entropy, then it has no discrete spectrum, and hence
there is a non-almost periodic function f ∈ L2(µ) (see, e.g., [34, 11]). Since (X ,T)
is topologically strongly mixing, for any non-empty open subset A ⊂ X and any
infinite subset S⊂ Z+, it is clear that {T nA : n ∈ S} is dense in X . This implies that
there are s 6= t ∈ S such that T−sA∩T−tA 6= /0. By the unique ergodicity of (X ,T),
we know that each non-empty open subset T−sA∩ T−tA contains a generic point
for µ . Using Lemma 5.2 then (X ,T) is mean sensitive.
(2) Since µ has full support every open set has positive measure. In [10] it is
shown that if (X ,µ,T ) does not have discrete spectrum then there exists δ > 0 such
that for every set of positive measureU ⊂ X , there are x,y ∈U such that
limsup
n→∞
1
n
n−1
∑
i=0
d(T ix,T iy)> δ .
(3) This result can be found in [24, 10]. Note that for any minimal t.d.s. (X ,T),
each ergodic measure on X has full support. Using variation principle and (2) it is
not hard to see that (X ,T) is mean sensitive. 
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What we can see is that positive entropy plus a strong form of topological ergod-
icity implies mean sensitivity. We don’t know if every transitive (or even weakly
mixing) uniquely ergodic t.d.s. with positive entropy is mean sensitive. Note that
without the transitivity condition, this question has a negative answer.
Theorem 5.4. There exists a uniquely ergodic t.d.s. with positive entropy that is not
sensitive.
Proof. Let Y ⊂ {0,1}N a minimal uniquely ergodic subshift with positive topologi-
cal entropy. Let X =Y ∪{2,3}N , y ∈ Y and T : X → X defined as follows
Tx=
{
σ(x), if x ∈ Y,
y, otherwise.
It is not hard to see that (X ,T ) is uniquely ergodic and that it is not sensitive (using
the open set {2,3}N). 
The following can be deduced from results in [24].
Theorem 5.5. Every nontrivial minimal topologically weakly mixing t.d.s. is mean
sensitive.
Proof. Let (X ,T ) be a non-trivial minimal topological weakly mixing t.d.s. Assume
that it is not mean sensitive. Then from [24, Corollary 5.5] or [10, Theorem 8]
(X ,T) is mean equicontinuous.
Let feq :X→Xeq be the maximal equicontinuous factor map. Then by [24, Corol-
lary 3.6] feq is proximal, i.e., feq(x) = feq(y) if and only if
liminf
n→∞ d(T
nx,T ny) = 0.
Since (X ,T ) is minimal and weakly mixing, we have that X has no non-trivial
equicontinuous factors, i.e. Xeq is a singleton. It then follows that X is proxi-
mal, contradicting the assumptions that (X ,T ) is non-trivial minimal. We conclude
(X ,T) is mean sensitive. 
Now we will study systems with shadowing property. Recall that a sequence
{xn}∞n=0 is a δ -pseudo-orbit for T if d(xn+1,Txn) < δ for all n ∈ Z+, and is ε-
traced by a point x ∈ X if d(T nx,xn)< ε for all n ∈ Z+. We say that a t.d.s. (X ,T)
has the shadowing property if for any ε > 0 we can find a δ > 0 such that each
δ -pseudo-orbit for T is ε-traced by some point of X .
It is known that a transitive system with shadowing property is either equicontin-
uous or sensitive (e.g., [29, Theorem 6]). Now we show that if the transitive system
with shadowing property has positive topological entropy then, it is mean sensitive.
This result is inspired by [22].
To prove it, we need the notions of sensitive and distal pair. A pair (x1,x2) ∈
X2 \∆2 is called a sensitive pair [36] if for any neighbourhood Ui of xi (i = 1,2),
and any non-empty open subset U of X there exist k ∈ N and yi ∈ U such that
T kyi ∈Ui for i= 1,2; and a distal pair (e.g. [8]) if liminfn→∞ d(T nx1,T nx2)> 0.
Theorem 5.6. Let (X ,T ) be a transitive t.d.s. with shadowing property. If (X ,T)
has positive entropy, then it is mean sensitive.
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Proof. Following from the proof of Lemma 3.3 in [22] we know that there exists
a sensitive and distal pair (v1,v2) in X
2. By the definition of distal pair, there are
ε > 0 and m ∈ N such that
d(T ℓv1,T
ℓv2)> 3ε
for all ℓ ≥ m. For this ε , choose δ > 0 such that each δ -pseudo-orbit can be ε-
traced. Let U,W be non-empty open subsets of X with d(W,X \U)> ε , and Vi be
neighbourhoods of vi with diam(Vi) < δ for i = 1,2. Since (v1,v2) is a sensitive
pair, there are x1,x2 ∈W and n ∈ N such that
T nx1 ∈V1 and T nx2 ∈V2.
Fix i ∈ {1,2}. It is easy to see that the sequence
xi,Txi, . . . ,T
n−1xi,vi,Tvi . . .
is a δ -pseudo-orbit. Then there exists yi ∈ X such that
d(xi,yi)< ε and d(T
k−nvi,T kyi)< ε, k = n,n+1, . . . .
This implies that yi ∈U since d(W,X \U)> ε , and
d(T ky1,T
ky2)> ε
for all k ≥ m+n. Hence
limsup
n→∞
1
N
N−1
∑
n=0
d(T ny1,T
ny2)> ε,
showing that (X ,T ) is mean sensitive. 
As a consequence we have that
Corollary 5.7. Each transitive t.d.s. with shadowing property is either mean equicon-
tinuous or mean sensitive.
Part 2. Applications
In this part we show applications of our previous results. Corollary 1.6 was al-
ready explained in Section 4. The other applications need further explanations.
6. LOCAL MEAN EQUICONTINUITY
In [15] Glasner and Weiss introduced the concept of local equicontinuity. A t.d.s.
(X ,T) is locally equicontinuous if for every x ∈ X we have that orb(x,T ) is almost
equicontinuous. Inspired by this we define local mean equicontinuity.
Definition 6.1. A t.d.s. (X ,T) is locally mean equicontinuous if for every x ∈ X we
have that orb(x,T ) is almost mean equicontinuous.
In general locally equicontinuous systems have zero topological entropy. This
comes from the fact that almost equicontinuous systems have zero topological en-
tropy.
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We have that almost mean equicontinuous systems may have positive topological
entropy (e.g. the example in Section 4), nonetheless locally mean equicontinuous
systems always have zero topological entropy.
Theorem 6.2. Every locally mean equicontinuous t.d.s. has zero topological en-
tropy
Proof. Assume (X ,T) has positve topological entropy. This implies there exists
a point x ∈ X and an ergodic measure µ such that µ has positive entropy and
supp(µ) = orb(x,T ). By Theorem 5.3(2) we have that orb(x,T ) is mean sensitive.
Hence (X ,T ) is not locally mean equicontinuous. 
Theorem 1.3 in [15] says that if (X ,T ) is locally equicontionuous then every
invariant ergodic probability measure on X is supported on a minimal subsystem .
This is not true for locally mean equicontinuous systems (as described in Theorem
1.7).
Theorem 6.3. There exists a non-minimal E-system that is locally mean equicon-
tinuous.
Proof. Consider the example constructed in Section 4 with (Y,σ) = {0∞}. We al-
ready knew it is a non-minimal E-system (since it is Devaney chaotic as Proposition
4.1 stated); we will show it is locally mean equicontinuous. Let x be the transitive
point constructed in Section 4 and y ∈ X . If y ∈ orb(x,σ) then orb(y,σ) = X is
almost mean equicontinuous (this is proved in Section 4). If y /∈ orb(x,σ) then ob-
serving the construction, y is either a periodic point or a limit point with the form
B0∞, where B is a subword of some An (furthermore the possible B is the suffix of
An). This implies that orb(y,σ) is a finite set and hence almost mean equicontinu-
ous, completing then the whole proof. 
Now we are going to prove Theorem 1.7.
Proof of Theorem 1.7. The first part is Theorem 6.2. The second part follows from
Theorem 6.3, since it is clear that X = supp(µ) is not equal to the union of its
minimal subsystems (in fact, X is the closure of the union of its minimal subsys-
tems). 
7. HYPERSPACES
Let X be a compact metric space. We define the hyperspace K(X) as the space
of non-empty closed subsets of X equipped with the Hausdorff metric dH ; which is
defined by
dH(A,B) =max{max
x∈A
min
y∈B
d(x,y),max
y∈B
min
x∈A
d(x,y)}
= inf{ε > 0: B(A,ε)⊃ B, B(B,ε)⊃ A}
for A,B ∈ K(X) and B(A,ε) = ∪a∈AB(a,ε). The Hausdorff metric dH can induce a
topology on K(X) known as the the Vietoris topology.
LetU1, . . . ,Un be non-empty open subsets of X and fix n ∈ N. We have that
〈U1, . . . ,Un〉= {A ∈ K(X) : A⊂ ∪ni=1Ui and A∩Ui 6= /0 for each i= 1, . . . ,n}.
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The following family
{〈U1, . . . ,Un〉 :U1, . . . ,Un are non-empty open subsets of X ,n ∈ N}
forms a basis for the Vietoris topology. With this topology K(X) is compact.
Given a continuous map T : X → X we induce a continuous map TK : K(X)→
K(X) by
TK(C) = TC forC ∈ K(X).
We have that (K(X),TK) is a t.d.s. We refer the reader not familiar with hyperspace
to [30] for more details.
For n ∈ N we define Kn(X) := {A ∈ K(X) : |A| ≤ n} and K∞(X) := ∪n≥1Kn(X).
The following facts are easy to check.
Lemma 7.1. Let (X ,T ) be a t.d.s. Then
(1) Kn(X) is closed and K∞(X) is dense in K(X) ([5, Lemma 2]);
(2) if Y is a dense subset of X, then K∞(Y ) is dense in K(X).
7.1. Proof of Theorem 1.8. As mentioned before, every generalized diam-form of
sensitivity can be inherited from the hyperspace K(X) to the phase space X (see for
example [35]); nonetheless we will prove Theorem 1.8 which says this is not the
case for (Banach) mean sensitivity.
Proof of Theorem 1.8. Let (X ,σ) be the example constructed in the proof of The-
orem 1.3 ( in section 3). By Theorem 1.3 we have that (X ,σ) is Banach-mean
equicontinuous and hence it has zero topological entropy (see for example [24, The-
orem 3.8]). Now we show that (K(X),σK) is mean sensitive.
Let U be a non-empty open subset of K(X). Considering that K∞(X) is dense in
K(X), orb(x,σ) is dense in X and Lemma 7.1 we have that there is a point
P= {p1, . . . , pm} ∈ K∞(orb(x,σ))∩U
for some m ∈ N. Let ε > 0 be such that BdH (P,ε) ⊂U . For each 1≤ k ≤ m there
existsNk > 0 such that 1/Nk < ε . Since each pk lies on the orbit of x under shift map
we can see (pk)[0,Nk] as subword for a certain Ank . Without loss of generality, we can
assume that the word Ank ends with (pk)[0,Nk] (choose large enough Nk if necessary).
By the construction, we have that each word Ai1 ends with Ai2 and appears in Bi3
for any i2 < i1 < i3 ∈ N.
Now we construct a closed subset Qk of X as follows
Qk = {(pk)[0,Nk]10|Ank |−1 . . . ,
(pk)[0,Nk]010
|Ank+1|−2 . . . , · · · ,
(pk)[0,Nk]0
j10|Ank+ j|−( j+1) . . . , · · · ,
(pk)[0,Nk]0
∞}.
One can check that dH({pk},Qk) < ε and that for each i > Nk, there is a q ∈ Qk
such that (pk)i 6= qi. Thus
limsup
n→∞
1
n
n−1
∑
i=0
dH(σ
i
K{pk},σ iKQk) = limsup
n→∞
1
n
n−1
∑
i=Nk+1
1= 1.
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Let Q := ∪mk=1Qk and N := max1≤k≤mNk. Clearly dH(P,Q) < ε and hence Q ∈
U . By Lemma 3.2 we have that D(Epk) = 0 for each k= 1, . . . ,m. This implies that
if
G= {i ∈ N : (pk)i = 0 for all k = 1, . . . ,m}
then D(G) = 1. Note that for each i ∈ G∩ (N,+∞) we can choose a q′ ∈ Q with
q′i = 1. This implies that dH(σ
i
KP,σ
i
KQ) = 1, and hence we conclude that
limsup
n→∞
1
n
n−1
∑
i=0
dH(σ
i
KP,σ
i
KQ)≥ limsup
n→∞
1
n
n−1
∑
i=N+1
dH(σ
i
KP,σ
i
KQ)
≥ limsup
n→∞
1
n
∑
i∈[N+1,n−1]∩G
1
= D(G) = 1.
This shows K(X) is mean sensitive.
It remains to show that the topological entropy of K(X) is positive. By the con-
struction it is not hard to see that (X ,σ) contains a subsystem (Y,σ), which is the
collection of points that contain at most one 1. That is, Y = {xi ∈ Σ+2 : i ∈ Z+} with
the shift map, where xi = xi1x
i
2 . . .x
i
j . . ., i≥ 0, j ≥ 1 with xij = 1 if j = i, and xij = 0
if j 6= i. Since (K(Y ),σK) has positive topological entropy (see for instance [21,
Theorem 13]), and K(Y )⊂ K(X), we conclude (K(X),σK) has positive topological
entropy. 
On the other hand we can not construct such counter-example for weakly mixing
or diam-mean sensitive systems (see Theorem 1.9).
A question in a similar spirit is the following: Can a t.d.s. with zero topological
entropy have a hyperspace with uniform positive entropy (u.p.e.) of order n (n≥ 2)?
Let n ≥ 2. We say (x1, . . . ,xn) ∈ Xn is an n-entropy tuple if {x1, . . . ,xn} is not a
singleton and for each pairwise disjoint closed neighbourhoods Vi of xi, (X ,T) has
positive topological entropy with respect to the open coverU = {X \Vi : 1≤ i≤ n}.
We say that a t.d.s. (X ,T ) has uniform positive entropy (or is u.p.e.) of order n if
each (x1, . . . ,xn) ∈ Xn \∆n is an entropy tuple.
The answer to the question is no. It was shown in [18, Theorem 8.4] that for
any n ≥ 2, X is u.p.e. of order n if and only if K(X) is u.p.e. of order n. We will
generalize one of the implications of this result in Theorem 7.4 by showing how we
can find locally the entropy pairs.
Definition 7.2. Let (X ,T ) be a t.d.s. and A˜ = (A1, . . . ,Ak) be a tuple of subsets of
X . We say that a subset J ⊆ Z+ is an independence set for A˜ (or that A˜ has the
independence set J) if for any non-empty finite subset I ⊆ J, we have⋂
i∈I
T−iAs(i) 6= /0
for any s ∈ {1, . . . ,k}I.
The following characterizations appeared in [20].
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Lemma 7.3. Let (X ,T ) be a t.d.s. and U1,U2 be pairwise disjoint subsets. Then
(1) A pair (x1,x2) ∈ X2\∆2 is an entropy pair if and only if there is an indepen-
dence set S with positive density for (U,V ), where U,V are any non-empty
neighbourhoods of x1,x2 respectively.
(2) A pair (U1,U2) has an independence set with positive density if and only if
htop(T,{U c1 ,U c2})> 0.
(3) htop(T,{U c1 ,U c2}) > 0 if and only if there is an entropy pair (x1,x2) ∈U1×
U2.
Theorem 7.4. Let (X ,T) be a t.d.s. and A1,A2 ∈K(X) with A1∩A2 = /0. If (A1,A2)
is an entropy pair of (K(X),σK) then there exists an entropy pair, (x1,x2)∈ A1×A2,
of (X ,T ).
Proof. Let n ∈ N. We define Un1 := ∪a1∈A1B(a1,1/n) andUn2 := ∪a2∈A2B(a2,1/n).
Without loss of generality we can assume that U11 ∩U12 = /0. Since (A1,A2) is an
entropy pair, by Lemma 7.3(1) for each n∈N, there is an independence set S= S(n)
with positive density for (〈Un1 〉,〈Un2 〉). This implies that for any finite subset F ⊂ S,⋂
k∈F
T−kK 〈Unik〉 6= /0
for any ik ∈ {1,2}F . Let A ∈
⋂
k∈F T
−k
K 〈Unik〉. We have that T kA⊂Unik for any k ∈ F ,
i.e. S is also an independence set with positive density for (Un1 ,U
n
2 ). By Lemma
7.3(2) we have that htop(T,{(Un1 )c,(Un2 )c)}) > 0. Then using Lemma 7.3(3) there
is an entropy pair (xn1,x
n
2) ∈Un1 ×Un2 . Assume that (xn1,xn2)→ (x1,x2) when n→ ∞
(passing to subsequence if necessary). It is easy to check that (x1,x2) ∈ A1×A2 is
an entropy pair. 
It is a natural question if every t.d.s. with u.p.e. of order n (n ∈ N) is mean
sensitive. This question will be answered negatively in a forthcoming paper of the
second author by showing that there exists an almost mean equicontinuous t.d.s.
which has u.p.e. of all orders [23].
7.2. Relationships on hyperspace. The notions of diam-mean equicontinuity and
mean equicontinuity are different in general. Actually in section 3 we provided
a transitive mean equicontinuous t.d.s. which has no diam-mean equicontinuous
points. Nonetheless on hyperspaces the notions coincide.
Theorem 7.5. Let (X ,T) be a t.d.s. and A ∈ K(X). Then A is diam-mean equicon-
tinuous if and only if it is mean equicontinuous.
Proof. By definition every diam-mean equicontinuous point inK(X) is mean equicon-
tinuous.
Now assume that A ∈ K(X) is mean equicontinuous. By Remark 2.1(2) for every
ε > 0 there is a δ > 0 such that for any B1,B2 ∈ BdH (A,δ ) we have that
limsup
n→∞
1
n
n−1
∑
i=0
dH(T
i
KB1,T
i
KB2)<
ε
2
.
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Nowwe choose suitable 0< δ ′< δ/2 and an open subcover {Bd(x1,δ ′), . . . ,Bd(xm,δ ′)}
of A such that
V = 〈Bd(x1,δ ′), . . . ,Bd(xm,δ ′)〉 ⊂ 〈Bd(x1,δ ′), . . . ,Bd(xm,δ ′)〉 ⊂ BdH (A,δ ).
For simplicitywe denoteW = 〈Bd(x1,δ ′), . . . ,Bd(xm,δ ′)〉. Now set E = {x1,x2, . . . ,xm}
and F = ∪mi=1Bd(xi,δ ′). Clearly we have E, F ∈ BdH (A,δ ). Note that
diam(T iKV )≤ sup
B1∈W
dH(T
i
KB1,T
i
KE)+ sup
B2∈W
dH(T
i
KE,T
i
KB2)
≤ dH(T iKF,T iKE)+dH(T iKE,T iKF) = 2dH(T iKE,T iKF)
for all i ∈ Z+. Thus
limsup
n→∞
1
n
n−1
∑
i=0
diam(T iKV )≤ limsup
n→∞
1
n
n−1
∑
i=0
diam(T iKW )
≤ 2limsup
n→∞
1
n
n−1
∑
i=0
dH(T
i
KE,T
i
KF)< ε.
This implies that A is a diam-mean equicontinuous point. 
As a consequence of Theorem 7.5 we have the following corollary.
Corollary 7.6. Let (X ,T) be a t.d.s. Then K(X) is diam-mean equicontinuous if
and only if K(X) is mean equicontinuous.
Also we know that in general diam-mean sensitivity and mean sensitivity are dif-
ferent concepts (e.g. see Theorem 1.3). We do not know if in general a hyperspace is
mean sensitive if and only if it is diam-mean sensitive. Nonetheless when combin-
ing [24, Theorem 5.4], [4, Theorem 2] with Theorem 7.5 we obtain the following.
Corollary 7.7. Let (X ,T) be a weakly mixing t.d.s. Then (K(X),TK) is diam-mean
sensitive if and only if (K(X),TK) is mean sensitive.
We do not know if this characterization holds in general. Theorem 1.9 present a
partial characterization.
Recall that a map pi : X → Y is called semi-open if for every non-empty open
subset U ⊂ X the interior of pi(U) in Y is not empty. Let x ∈ X . We say that pi is
open at x if for every neighbourhoodU of x, pi(U) is a neighbourhood of pi(x). It is
known that pi is semi-open if and only if the set {x ∈ X : pi is open at x} is residual
[12, Lemma 2.1].
Lemma 7.8. Let φ : K(K(X))→ K(X) be defined by A 7→D= ∪A∈A A. Then φ is
a well-defined semi-open factor map.
Proof. To see that φ is well-defined, it suffices to check that D = ∪A∈A A ∈ K(X)
for any given A ∈ K(K(X)). Let {xn}∞n=1 be a sequence of D and xn → x, and
An ∈A with xn ∈ An for each n ∈ N. Assume An converges to A ∈A ∈ K(K(X)).
This implies that x ∈ A ⊂ D and thus D ∈ K(X). Furthermore, we observe that
dH(∪A∈A A,∪B∈BB) ≤ dH(A ,B) for any A ,B ∈ K(K(X)), φ({C}) =C for any
C ∈ K(X), and TK ◦φ = φ ◦TK . Hence φ is a factor map.
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Now let U = 〈U1,U2, . . . ,Um〉 be a non-empty open subset of K(K(X)), where
each U j is non-empty open in K(X). Without loss of generality we assume that for
each 1≤ j≤m there are non-empty open subsetsU j1 , . . . ,U jn such that 〈U j1 , . . . ,U jn 〉⊂
U j. Let W = 〈U11 , . . . ,U1n , . . . ,Um1 , . . . ,Umn 〉. It is not hard to see that W is non-
empty open in K(X). We now claim that W ⊂ φ(U ). Indeed, for any E in W
there are non-empty open subsetsV
j
i of X such that V
j
i ⊂V ji ⊂U ji , i= 1, . . . ,n, j =
1. . . . ,m and E ∈ 〈V 11 , . . . ,V 1n , . . . ,Vm1 , . . . ,Vmn 〉. Let E ji = E ∩V ji and E j = ∪ni=1E ji .
Clearly E
j
i ⊂U ji , E j ∈U j and E =∪mj=1E j. We define E := {E1, . . . ,Em}.We have
that E ∈U and φ(E ) = E. This shows φ is semi-open. 
Lemma 7.9. Let pi : (X ,T )→ (Y,S) be a semi-open factor map. If (Y,S) is diam-
mean sensitive then so is (X ,T).
Proof. The map pi−1 : Y → K(X) is an upper semi-continuous function, so it pos-
sesses a residual subset Y0 ⊂ Y of continuous points. Since pi is semi-open, by [12,
Lemma 2.1] X0 = pi
−1(Y0) is a residual set of X . Now let U be a non-empty open
subset in X . Let x0 ∈X0∩U and ε > 0 be such that B(x0,ε)⊂U . By the definition of
X0 and the semi-openness of pi , there is a continuous point y0 ∈Y0∩ int(pi(B(x0,ε)))
for pi−1 with y0 = pi(x0) (where int(·) denotes the interior of a given set). Let
σ > 0 be such that B(y0,σ) ⊂ int(pi(B(x0,ε))). Since (Y,S) is diam-mean sen-
sitive, similarly to Remark 2.1(3) there is a t > 0 such that the upper density of
F := {i ∈ Z+ : diam(SiB(y0,σ))> 2t} is greater than t. For each i ∈ F there exists
yi ∈ B(y0,σ) such that
d(Siyi,S
iy0)> t.
By the continuity of Si, there is a yi
′ ∈ Y0∩B(y0,σ) such that
d(Siyi,S
iyi
′)< d(Siyi,Siy0)− t,
and hence
d(Siyi
′,Siy0)> t.
Since y′i ∈Y0∩B(y0,σ)⊂Y0∩pi(B(x0,ε)), there is an xi ∈ B(x0,ε) with y′i = pi(xi).
Then
d(piT ixi,piT
ix0)> t.
By the continuity of pi , there is 0< s< t such that
d(T ixi,T
ix0)> s,
thus F ⊂ {i ∈ Z+ : diam(T iB(x0,ε))> s}. Similarly to Remark 2.1(3) we have
limsup
n→∞
1
n
n−1
∑
i=0
diam(T iU)≥ limsup
n→∞
1
n
n−1
∑
i=0
diam(T iB(x0,ε))
≥ s ·D(F)> st > 0,
showing that (X ,T ) is diam-mean sensitive. 
The following lemma is a particular case of [35, Corollary 1].
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Lemma 7.10. Let (X ,T ) be a t.d.s. If (K(X),TK) is diam-mean sensitive then so is
(X ,T).
Now we are ready to show Theorem 1.9.
Proof of Theorem 1.9. The equivalence of (1)⇐⇒ (2) follows from Lemmas 7.8,
7.9 and 7.10. When X is weakly mixing, we use Corollary 7.7 to conclude that
(1)⇐⇒ (2)⇐⇒ (3)⇐⇒ (4). 
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